Kenmore Quilters Patch Newsletter
March 2014
Thank You to Marian Scoma, Marcia Brock and Pat Zimmerman for the refreshments at the business meeting!
Fabulous.

Get well to Diane Ball, who had cataract surgery last Tuesday. We hope to see her again at the May business
meeting.

Calendar
April 21 – Comfort Quilts workshop at the Mang Cultural Center, see below for details
April 26 – Field Trip, see below for details
April 28 – Circle Group
May 5 – Business Meeting ~ refreshments: Mary Lynn, Sally, Joan, and Shirley

Happy Birthday to:
April 24 – Betty Zebrowski
May 5 – Katie Bassett

Hope it’s WONDERFUL!

Comfort Quilts
On April 21, the day after Easter, we will be meeting at the Mang Cultural Center (otherwise known as “Soggy
Central”) to work on comfort quilts. Please bring basic sewing supplies, and your machine, if needed. The thought is
that we can work in pairs, and some can sew while others cut and press, etc. and that way everyone doesn’t have to
bring a machine. The Comfort Quilt committee co-chairs (Sharon Goulet and Mary Lynn Kresge) would like to remind
you that our guild supplies all the fabric, batting, and quilt backs, so don‘t use your own stash unless you want to.
They would also like to a photo with your quilt for posterity. Mary Lynn is also opening up her upstairs apartment to
work on comfort quilts on Wednesday evenings at 7 PM. The word on the street is that already one or two evenings
spent there have been very productive. We have a talented group of quilters and are donating quilts we can all be
proud of.

Field Trip
On Saturday, April 26, we will have a field trip to Ivy Thimble and Mount Pleasant Quilt Company. Everyone is to
meet at the plaza at Colvin and Eggert near the Goodwill store at 8 AM to car pool. We do have four drivers at last
count. We are leaving early because the Mount Pleasant shop closes at 3 PM. There is a Dunkin’ Donuts in the
plaza for those that need coffee to go. We will get to Ivy Thimble around 9:30 AM; they will present a demo a bit after
10 AM. We will leave there about 11:15, and go to Tom Wahl’s in Avon, NY for lunch. Here is a link to the web site to
peek at the menu and NOTE that there is a COUPON! Mount Pleasant also advertises a 10% discount for guild
members, so flash that new card you received at the last meeting! There is also a coupon in the Consortium passport
for both stores, so bring it if you have it.
https://www.tomwahls.com/
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Why Quilts Matter
We had a wonderful time at the Why Quilts Matter movie night at Janet’s daughter’s house. We learned a lot and are
looking forward to doing it again next year. Thanks so much to Debbie and George Ciancio for letting us use your
family room as a movie theatre, and a special thanks to the program committee for scheduling it.

One Block Wonder Workshop
The One-Block-Wonder workshop was a grand success and we would like to thank our fellow guild member and
teacher extraordinaire, Cathy Chamberlin, for all the work she did to make sure our quilts turned out so well. Thank
you so much, Cathy! It was amazing to see the blocks come together!

Consortium News
There was a meeting Wednesday, March 19 in Greece. Five people attended. There was quite a bit of information at
the meeting about programs for guilds to present to their membership. There were some ideas presented at the
business meeting regarding speakers and classes that sound promising, but the one idea that we voted on and are
going forward with is the Mystery Quilt. All the passports that Cathy had are sold. The next meeting is June 18 in
Horseheads. Thank you to all that attended.
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Mystery Quilt
The Mystery Quilt is not a sampler quilt. The idea is that we will have directions disclosed to us each month with what
to do, and at the end of ten months, we will have a finished quilt top. That is, of course, if you do the assignment each
month! The first month’s assignment might be to cut your fabric, label it, and put it in plastic bags. The next month
might be to make a block or two. We have decided to go ahead with this, so you can choose your blocks next month
at the business meeting. The cost per person is $5.50 for all ten months. Again, this is NOT a sampler quilt.
Your choices will be Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced. Beginner mystery quilt blocks will be all squares and
rectangles. Intermediate will add triangles or flying geese or something on that order to the blocks. Advanced will be
the same as above, but possibly will have smaller pieces to make it more difficult. There will be NO CURVES in any
of the quilts. We have to have 9 participants in whichever mystery quilt package we sign up for. You can sign up for
more than one. This will start in September. W e may have fabric choices (some many yards lights, darks, etc)
before then, hopefully. More information and signup at the May business meeting.

Award for Attending the KQP Business Meeting in April
Merriejann Miller donated an Ott Lite to be given away at the business meeting. Every member was given a ticket
and Celeste’s ticket was drawn at the end of the meeting. Thanks Merriejann! You are so much fun! Hope the good
weather gets you out and about soon!

Stella Niagara Retreat – Carolyn Bongi is taking reservations for another retreat at The Center of Renewal on
November 14-16, 2014. A twenty-six dollar deposit holds your space, with the balance of $100 due in October.

Donating Cash to Charities?
Discussion at the business meeting was intense after the idea of donating guild money each month to other worthy
causes was suggested to the membership by Mary K. The discussion was tabled, and will continue at the May
meeting, after which, if there is sufficient interest, a motion will be entertained from the floor and voted on. The
thought was that we have more money in our treasury than we ever had before, so perhaps we should give some
away each month to different charities. Discussion points were, as remembered by the editors, in no particular order:
• We are a not-for-profit group and we can only have so much money in our treasury, so we can’t keep it
anyway
• Countered by the fact that we are not a registered not-for-profit group
• We should wait and see how much money we have at the end of three years, which is how long the money
currently in the treasury has to last the guild
• The bylaws of our club call for us to keep the art of quilting alive and to do outreach through quilting
• Perhaps if people want to donate in a monetary way, we could make quilts for the charities to raffle, which
would probably raise more money than we could give from our treasury anyway
• We already have three designated charities, Lee Gross Anthone Child and Advocacy Center, VA Hospital,
and Kenmore Mercy for this year; and isn’t that enough?
• Why don’t the people that want to, make quilts for their special charities themselves to raffle? Do we need
another club project?
• We possibly need our money to rent a new place to meet, since the Mang Center isn’t being maintained as
evidenced by the leaking roof and heaving kitchen floor
• We possibly need our money to rent a venue for the quilt show
• We could use the money for more and better programs to learn about quilting
• We need money to buy fabric and batting for the comfort quilts we have already committed to making
And so on. So come to the meeting, join in the discussion, and be ready to share your opinion.

Bow Tie Block
Linda Swanekamp did a demo on a three dimensional bow-tie block that you hand sew. She makes them in the car,
in doctor’s offices, etc. They are really interesting and I may have to stop making yo-yos and start making these. She
sews four together to make a quilt block. The directions follow.
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How to Make a 3-D Bow Tie Block

1. Using square of any size, fold in half (right sides
together) and crease, either by finger pressing or iron.

2. Now fold in half the other way and crease.

3. Bring fold at center right to upper right hand
corner and pin.

4. Rotate counter clockwise and repeat step 3.

5. Repeat step 4.
6. Repeat step 5.
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7. Lay block on a flat surface and pat center down.

10. Make sure you run thread/needle through first fold
when you get back to it. Again, DO NOT TACK.

8. With threaded needle, attach thread to center of
one of the folds.

11. Draw thread tight

9. Run thread/needle through center of each fold, all
the way around the block. DO NOT TACK.

12. Whipstitch centers together.
Remove pins.
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12. Press the folds together, 2 on each side, forming a
straight line across the center.

14. Turn block over and gently pull folds of bow tie
in place.

15. Gently press block.
13. Whipstitch folds together and tie off the thread.

Link to original tutorial:
http://knittingwithkyleann.blogspot.com/2012/05/how-to-make-3-d-bow-tie-block.html
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Thanks Linda for that tutorial. News flash, Linda was on the Picture Page of the Buffalo News (page C10) on April 16,
2014. Her watercolor class at Partners in Art was featured.

Here are some finished one-block-wonder quilt tops that were brought to the business meeting. Great job,
everyone!

Joyce Fyda’s quilt

Joan Schmidt’s

Sally Grove’s

Cathy Chamberlin’s
Editors: Pat McDonald and Jan Farrell
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